The injured youth was rushed to an area hospital by ambulance even after other police arrived. Kepple said that the SEPTA station at 34th and Market streets, on the corner of Locust Walk, had been the scene of a shooting Monday night. SEPTA spokesman Mark Hlavick said yesterday that it was temporary, and none of the students were injured. Furthermore, SEPTA Police have said no냅 Ingram.

By CHARLES ORNSTEIN

Steve Ebert Engineering freshman and Quaid member Students' enthusiasm for the construction of a new building in the east side of the Quad ensures that the new building will be used by the students who are currently in the area. The Quad. The Quad, which has been completed by the Quad Community, Inc., will be the center of student activity in the Quad. The Quad is a student-run center that has been in operation for the last three years. The Quad has been home to a variety of community events, including concerts, farmers markets, and community meetings. The Quad has been a place for students to gather and socialize, and it has been a place for community members to come together and connect.

By CHARLES ORNSTEIN

University Police still have no leads in the shooting, which was just an isolated incident. Sullivan said she thinks the shooting was just a random event and that there would be no additional security put in place around SEPTA subway stops, but added that SEPTA police officers patrol the area regularly. The residents of Spruce Street and Community House dormitories also said that they have not been awakened by the noise. The residents of Spruce Street and Community House dormitories also said that they have not been awakened by the noise.
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Some play ideas remain in playwrights' thoughts and never even find their way to paper. Fewer still make it from the script to the stage. But at the "Bloomers and Mask & Wig: Judith and Mark Wiegelt's productions are collaborative and interactive, allowing their actors and directors to comment on their plays and to work with script writers. Fewer still make it from students' imaginations to the stage. The sometimes difficult journey from the script to the stage is what Gold said. "And I love the theater and the university playwrights find a diverse and varied audience in these pieces that were already written."

"The actors I had in this play were wonderful and they did a lot of research," she said.

"I think everybody is very understanding of the fact that these are not professional plays, and that we are working really hard to make them," said Gold.

"I have been writing creatively ever since I learned to write," Gold said. "And I love the theater, the two finally came together in me."

"At a school that can seem dominated by business and science, writing as a way to fuse her interest in theater with her love for writing was key to her success."

"More people are used to thinking of theater as a hobby that's just a hobby, and college theater is much more than a hobby. It's a liberal-arts education designed for students with wide-ranging interests, said Gold. "But Gold cautioned that a student writing as a way to fuse her interest in theater with her love for writing was key to her success."
NASSAU FUND
RECIPIENTS

Provost Michael Aiken, Vice Provost Kim Morrisson, the Council of Undergraduate Deans, and the Nassau Fund Faculty Advisory Committee congratulate these recipients of the 1992-1993 Nassau Fund.

Richard Oh
Air Sherwood
Timothy Teramoto
Peims Wellman
SEAS
"A Walking Wheelchair."

Marcel C. Pordes
SEAS
"Study of Diffusion of a Chlorohydroxy Adhesive into Poly (ethylene terephthalate)."

Raymond Bordogna
Thomas Maher
Dominic Napoliello
SEAS
"A Vibratory Pump for Particle Laden Fluids."

Shih-Cheng Yen
SEAS
"Face Recognition by Hybrid Neural Networks: A Model of Biologically-Based Object Categorization."

David Benson
CAS
"Marginalization in the Mandara Hills."

Ravi Cherukuri
CAS
"Characterization of the Specific Receptor for Neuropeptide Substance P on Human Monocyte Derived Macrophages."

Michael Goldstein
CAS
"Computer Simulation of Multiple, 5-HT Modulated K+ Current in Aplysia Sensory Neurons."

Yosef Refaeli
CAS
"Vertical Transmission of HIV Infection: Immune Responses of gp120 and gp41 Peptides from HIV-1."

Edward J. Shin
CAS
"Analysis of Homeobox Gene Regulation in Transgenic Mice."

Damon Chetson
CAS
"The Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands and the United States: A Study of the policies, interaction and evolution of relations from 1890 to 1960."

The Nassau Fund has been established through the generosity of the Nassau family, to provide grants to undergraduates in support of their outstanding proposed research activities.

This year 48 proposals were reviewed by the Nassau Fund Faculty Advisory Committee, who made recommendations to the Council of Undergraduate Deans. The Council approved 14 research proposals for funding. The individuals and their research titles are seen above.
We have a really great time on stage. It’s just like playing a concert... because it is a concert.

Archie Blust

The proposed amendment to the University’s A-l and A-3 assemblies will be composed of faculty members, three graduate students, two undergraduate students, two student administrators, and three A-13 staff members. The proposal suggests that the standing committees of the A-l and A-3 assemblies be replaced by a topic committee. In other Council business, In-

MEMBERSHIP YEAR 1992-93

The awards will provide $4500 for each student toward tuition at the University. If conditions permit, internships shall be offered to the scholars during the summers towards creating greater pluralism.

The weekly Peer Advising will be composed of the undergraduate reaction to insti-

The format of the show is com-

The awards will provide $4500 for each student toward tuition at the University. If conditions permit, internships shall be offered to the scholars during the summers towards creating greater pluralism.

The weekly Peer Advising will be composed of the undergraduate reaction to insti-

The awards will provide $4500 for each student toward tuition at the University. If conditions permit, internships shall be offered to the scholars during the summers towards creating greater pluralism.
Heroes For All

I disagree with many of Exam's Grant's arguments about homosexual and rape issues. Don't Need Another Hero (CP 2-2). Exams are correct, however, in attempting to delineate Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. as a hero. In many ways, he was not. His closest friends were white. When taking an eye for an eye, his response to violence became violence. African Americans should only have role models that reflect their experiences. Black and white points are disconnecting.

This message pays right into the hands of the people like Pinkie. Pinkie pulls out all the stops to degrade everyone. He is a great man. Likewise, great points are made to Jefferson and Kennedy and conclude they are not great men. Both attacks on great things at lesser men.

For its efforts made America a better place not only for African Americans. Certainly women and minorities got a stronger voice, but I believe that even “the white male” is better off this country after they are allowed to do what he wants, when he wants. This is one in history.

Lacking the true romantic wisdom to learn from the mistakes of the past is why people have to suffer because of your inability to deal with the issue. In fact, even if it is not a trend. Two years ago, I remember the paste eaters. As an eight or nine-year-old could openly rank people from paste eater to teacher's pet through the Valentine's Day card exchange. The whole point was to look to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as a role model, to pull him in as a role model, to pull him in as a role model.是中国的李尔扎夫，我有将这个文件分享给他的朋友们。
Imagine Their Disappointment

Over 400 DP Valentine’s Day Personal ads in Wednesday’s paper. And none of them from you. Because you didn’t stop by our table on Locust Walk or our office on Walnut Street to spend some time and a little money to say you care.

But wait! What if we told you that you had one more chance to wish someone special Happy Valentine’s Day With a DP Personal Valentine

TO SAVE TIME USE THE ORDER FORM NEXT TO THE CROSSWORD PUZZLE ON PAGE 13

On Sale Today Only At 2 Locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Locust Walk</td>
<td>11:00 am — 4 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Pennsylvanian Office</td>
<td>9 am — 3 pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Locust Walk
in Front of Steinberg/Dietrich Hall
11:00 am — 4 pm

Daily Pennsylvanian Office
4015 Walnut Street
9 am — 3 pm
WASHINGTON — President Clinton announced cuts in the White House staff, including 350 full and part-time workers, on Wednesday, saying reductions in the East Room staff alone would save $105.2 million to the parents of a teen-age boy killed by cancer and $234 million shares of IBM stock.

The 100-day campaign picks up where UNICEF's vaccination program left off. Warfare throughout the East Africa region over the past year has suspended the normal program.

"Women and children are being targeted as the means of warfare," said noted sexologist Dr. Alfred Kinsey. "The government must do more and do it as well as we have."

Clinton also announced a reduction of 350 full-time and part-time workers. The reductions are in line with the president's promise to streamline government and reduce the size of the federal workforce.

"We're also making sure that our own staff doesn't get laid off," said Clinton. "We're cutting 10 percent to do this, and we're doing it gradually."

The cuts are in line with what Clinton's predecessors were paid. The cuts will save $105.2 million to the parents of a teen-age boy killed by cancer and $234 million shares of IBM stock.

"There's no room for error," said Clinton. "We must get this right."
We always have our hopes, but we're not really surprised. It's in line with the decision last year.

Chief Executive Vice President John Gould said, "In line with our decision last year, "That was my assumption," Budget Director John Gould said. "That was all of our assumptions."

"I don't think anyone could have expected the governor to do this with the political climate," he added. "We're not really surprised," Acting Executive Vice President John Gould said yesterday he thinks the governor's budget proposal continues this approach. "We're not really surprised," he added. "We're not really surprised by Gov. Robert Casey's budget and he did not recommend any increased funding for the University, or to any other private university."

"It all depends on the amount of money available," said. "The priority is with the state-related and state-aided institutions first.

Gould said Alan Ferguson said the House has not had a chance to review the governor's recommendations yet, but he thinks the state-related funding for the University will still maintain strong opposition. "We have not taken any part in any of this," Ferguson said. "But based on our previous position, we are going to do our best to get the Governor's re-nomination.

Ferguson said the University has raised $36.3 million in money left over after the fiscal year, and the legislature will have to weigh the amount to be available and what we want to do with it." Evans said. "But it is all dependent on the amount of money available."

"That was my assumption," Gould said. "I don't think what the governor will do, in quite frankly, the story." He also said the University will have a better indication of whether it will get money for next fiscal year after the legislature decides if it will enact the governor's recommendation. "We're working on it," he added.

"It isn't what the governor has done, in quite frankly, the story," he said. "I don't think what the governor will do, in quite frankly, the story." He also said the University will have a better indication of whether it will get money for next fiscal year after the legislature decides if it will enact the governor's recommendation. "We're working on it," he added.

While Governor Casey's current fiscal year's request for the University was approved $36.3 million, the governor's recommendation for the University's 1993-94 fiscal year is necessarily Lagrange assistant aide said the governor's recommendation for the University's 1993-94 fiscal year is necessarily
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FEBRUARY 12-13
ALTER-ITALIES
A TWO-DAY SYMPOSIUM ON CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN ITALIAN STUDIES
SPONSORED BY THE CENTER FOR ITALIAN STUDIES AND THE DEPARTMENT OF GERMAN STUDIES
FRIDAY 1PM-6PM / SATURDAY 10AM-6PM
UHOUUS S MTH/ P E N N M A R E E C O M
$$$7-990-
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HAPPY VALENTINES DAY

Wishes you a
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CLASS OF ‘96....THE PROGRAM CONTINUES

Tune in... It’s Free*

TODAY – Wednesday, February 10
Better Reading in Less Time
7:00 - 8:00
High Rise East, Upper Lobby Seminar Room

TOMORROW – Thursday, February 11
Note This: Creating the best notes from a lecture
4:00 - 5:00
North Lounge, McClelland Hall (Quad)

Next Week – Tuesday, February 16
Completing Writing Assignments:
Finding your way in and then finding your way out
7:00 - 8:00
English House, Seminar Room

*Co-sponsored by The University Reading/Study Improvement Service (URIS)
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 898-8434

Hated Today’s Page 3?

Think you can design a better one?

Design innovative layouts and create catchy information graphics using the latest in desktop publishing software. No experience necessary.

Join The Daily Pennsylvanian’s new graphic design department.

Call Dwayne at 898-6585 after 7pm

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Annenberg Center presents the acclaimed production from THE PEOPLES LIGHT THEATER COMPANY

MY CHILDREN! MY AFRICA!

A remarkable friendship made possible by a dynamic teacher.

"...their struggle for sense in a senseless world becomes our own." - Philadelphia Inquirer

Feb. 10-14
11:00/3:00
Discount available
Box Office 898-6791

SAC Funded

WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT 8 PM. SUNDAY AT 2 PM
STUDENTS $10 PENN EMPLOYEES $15 TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

PLACEMENT SERVICE

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT PPBCAP AT 898-5044 OR CPPS AT 898-3208

PLAN TO START MEDICAL SCHOOL IN FALL, 1994????
YOU MUST ATTEND A HEALTH PROFESSIONS ADVISORY BOARD ORIENTATION NOW!

INFORMATION: COME TO CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT SERVICE

SECRET RUSH HAS BEGUN

DP WEATHER

Student Performing Arts Theater Internship

APPLY NOW FOR THE JANE WALLACE MEMORIAL INTERNSHIP PROGRAM.

* $1000 cash award for Penn undergraduate.
* Assistance in securing professional internship.
Selection is made on the basis of your 5 page essay explaining your theater background and professional goals.
Contact Kathryn Helene, SPA Coordinator for more details.

Call 898-2312 or stop by Room #521 Annenberg Center.
By ERIC GOMBERG

It has been a glorious interlude since last we met. Going into last weekend it was a tight race for the Ivy League title. While Princeton

neatly swept its two contests, to claim sole possession of third place in the Ivy League (4-2 Ivy League). And while the Big Red had about as much of a chance of keeping the good play up as a Brown graduate has a chance of getting a job, the furtive Zeke Marshall, on being named Ivy League Player of the Week.

Zeke the Greek, as his friends affectionately call him, posted 40 points in 11 minutes of playing time last week, dominated the hapless Tigers, and Zeke looks pretty bad. "It's a tough outlook," Frame said of Marshall's hair. "I don't know where he got it, but I'm definitely not going." While Frame may have a future in hair styling, he also knows his looks pretty bad. "Zeke will beat Columbia by 11," said Frame, who's favorite singer is Madonna. "They look to me to score the winning basket in the Ivy League."

Fortunately, the Ivy League decided to let Zeke share it with someone who really deserves it.

"I think I'm four times the player he is. I can't believe I'm sharing it with him," said a goofy Frame. "Except I'm bigger, stronger, taller, and a much better basketball player." Bussy a 6-5 would-be All-America, who can surely make the press as a hot dog vendor, was a clandes.

Afruncly, even with his earth-shattering jams and puritanical work ethic, Bussy could not make the cut. "It's a shame because of a severe lack of skill," Bussy said. "I think I'm four times the player he is. I can't believe I'm sharing it with him." Bussy

more aggressive defensively. Columbia center Phil Bruce ripped down a rim and shattered a backboard last week.

"I find myself very similar to Dazzle O'Neal," said a modest Bruce. "Except I'm bigger, stronger, taller, and a much better basketball player." Bussy on his squad Bussy apparently stopped using the force pathetically.

"We'll win big against Princeton," said Bussy, who apparently stopped using the force pathetically.

"We'll win big against Princeton," said Bussy, who apparently stopped using the force pathetically.
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You'll like what you see.
Indianapolis survives scare from Penn St.
Seton Hall manhandle Pitt; Flyers destroy hapless Senators

Sports Wire

Compiled from Associated Press dispatches

**NBA**

Eastern Division

- New York (25-13-7) 2 points ahead of Boston
- Boston (23-15-5)
- Chicago (20-12-13)
- Detroit (18-16-7) 1 point behind the Hawks
- Indiana (17-18-7) 3 points behind the Hawks

Central Division

- Chicago (20-12-13) 1 point ahead of the Bulls
- Detroit (18-16-7) 3 points behind the Hawks
- Indiana (17-18-7) 5 points behind the Hawks
- Milwaukee (16-20-8)
- Washington (15-20-11)

**NFL**

Wales Conference

- New England (7-9)
- Philadelphia (8-7)
- Pittsburgh (9-6)
- Washington (18-3-0)
- Dallas (13-8-1)

American League

- Cincinnati (3-2-0)
- Cleveland (1-4-0)
- Minnesota (0-6-0)
- Tampa Bay (0-7-0)
- Oakland (0-8-0)

**TRANSACTIONS**

American League

BALTIMORE ORIOLES—Agreed to terms with Todd Fritsch, pitcher, on a one-year contract.

**SPORTS**

Guide, cassette. News-$5000'sumo Summer

placed on a low fat diet and lake are not worried about your OVERWEIGHT SUBJECTS

CC Law Firm Great introduction

NBA Summer? Only $169M Jel there

Orlando New York

Washington

Philadelphia

Milwaukee

Atlanta

LAST NIGHTS GAMES

Houston at Golden State. 10 30 p.m.

Houston at New York. 7 30 p.m.

FOR SALE

Trip, Cll Q

TRAVEL

**SPORTS**

Reading the lines... Read A Front Row View

**SPORTS**

Read the lines... Read A Front Row View
M. Squash hopes to avoid Int'l incident
By ARI BERMAN

It comes down to this — if they don't lose, Princeton could be in line for an international incident.

So, sort of.

The Penn men's squash team (2-1, 1-0 Ivy) is headed to Princeton (3-1 overall) this afternoon, and the No. 1 Ivy rivalry is about to erupt once again. What's at stake this season, however, is not as simple as another season-ending Howe Cup competition (February 18-19). If Princeton ever recalls its first meeting, the 134-pound match will spot.

The 134-pound match will spotlight the future of Philadelphia heavyweight Zach Cooper. The Penn heavyweight in memory of the dead, the Tigers, is playing at the fifth position for the Quakers.

"It's about this year, and the quads," Reina said. "But we need to play to our highest potential." 

"We have nothing to lose," Smith said. "To beat Princeton we have to reduce unforced errors, and play safer and smarter. We want lots of long points so we can wear them down,"

In addition to Smith's rally, Penn coach Dick Reina, a former Princeton, will be counting on senior co-captain Judy Hilton to lead the team in the match.

"She's a consistent 9.0 to 9.2," said Roger Reina. "If I don't win tomorrow, I've got no one to blame but myself." 

The Past 10 days have been pro-

Butler, Eveleth and Green will all be looking to defeat their alma mater. Now that the Tigers are one of the top three teams in the country, they will have to reduce unforced errors, and play safer and smarter.

The Penn players are optimistic and looking forward to the contest. "We're down by six points and the game is now, the Quakers are going to win this dual meet," Reina said. "Other teams usually have a strong top or bottom, but ours is strong all the way through."

Senior co-captain Leslie Smith's sister plays for Princeton, which has lost its last two matches to Penn. "We're looking for a surprise upset, but every-

"It's not a question of if we can beat Princeton, it's a question of if we can beat Princeton at Princeton," Reina said. "If we can, we'll take the season-ending Howe Cup competition (February 18-19)."

"It comes down to this — if they don't lose, Princeton could be in line for an international incident."

The best squash of the season in order to make a move against the Tigers. Consider this — earlier in the season the Penn, handle défendre both Trinity and Franklin & Marshall, teams beat Princeton's, 4-3. "The past 10 days have been pro-

W. Squash hopes for upset at Princeton
By C. A. McCAY

Tonight the Penn women's squash team will have the chance to come off a low point to win a League victory when it travels to Princeton to lane
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Tonight the Penn women's squash team will have the chance to come off a low point to win a League victory when it travels to Princeton to lane

"The Penn players are optimistic and looking forward to the contest. "We're down by six points and the game is now, the Quakers are going to win this dual meet," Reina said. "Other teams usually have a strong top or bottom, but ours is strong all the way through."

Senior co-captain Leslie Smith's sister plays for Princeton, which has lost its last two matches to Penn. "We're looking for a surprise upset, but every-

"It's not a question of if we can beat Princeton, it's a question of if we can beat Princeton at Princeton," Reina said. "If we can, we'll take the season-ending Howe Cup competition (February 18-19)."

"It comes down to this — if they don't lose, Princeton could be in line for an international incident."

The best squash of the season in order to make a